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ABSTRACT

A matrix converter is a direct AC-AC forced commutated converter which uses bidirectional switches to connect two voltage systems of different voltage and frequency. It
does not contain any large energy storage elements as it has no DC link between the two
systems. The output frequency is theoretically dependant on the switching algorithm and
not the input frequency.

A combination of bi-directional switches, controlled to obtain any desired output
frequencies from a fixed or variable input frequency, will serve as a versatile platform,
from which more specific applications could be researched.

Most literature uses simulations with ideal switches, or deal with theoretical studies of
specific aspects or problems to be solved. A comprehensive study of matrix converters will
include the construction of a real converter. The bi-directional switch is the cornerstone of
any direct matrix converter. To be able to research matrix converters successfully, it is
important to evaluate the bi-directional switch in operation, i.e. in real circuits.

This study models, compares and evaluates a basic 3 to 1 matrix converter with various
input and output frequencies. This is done for different input and output conditions such as
different system frequencies and loads. Practical results with comments and conclusions
are included.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

A matrix converter is a direct AC to AC forced commutated converter. The direct
conversion, without any storage elements, has great benefits. A 3 to 3 matrix converter will
have nine bi-directional switches, which is less than the number of switches in a cycloconverter. This specific topology provides for both voltage and /or infinite frequency
modification. The advantages of a matrix converter are:
•

Bi-directional power flow

•

Input/output quasi-sinusoidal waveforms

•

Input power factor control

•

Simple and compact power circuit/ packages

•

No large energy storage elements.

Literature covers various aspects of the use of converters, both advantages and
disadvantages. These studies are usually backed by simulations, others are only
simulations (Sahoo, Meenakshi and Thyagarajan, 2007; Sokolovs, A. Galkin, I. Krievs, O
and Laugis, J. 2006), and no practical confirmation of results is given.
1.2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

The main problem in the study of a matrix converter is the commutation problem. This
problem is directly related to the performance of the bi-directional switch (the basic unit of
any matrix converter), topology and switching control. All these components of the main
problem can only be truly evaluated, with real practical implementation.
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A study of matrix converters should include the construction of a real converter. This can
serve as a tool for gaining experience with the problems to be faced and advantages to be
gained with real converters in industrial applications. The challenges include commutation,
filtering and protection, and control.
In proposing a solution, one could build a 3 × 3 converter as it is the most popular because
of its possible applications. The 3 × 3 converter can be seen as three 3 to 1 converters in
parallel. Research can therefore be started by building a three to one converter to sort out
the commutation problems, and thereafterextend the converter to a 3 × 3 converter.
The introduction of a ‘freewheeling switch’ to overcome commutation problems,
redirected the research towards a more comprehensive study into a 3 to 1 converter with
variable input frequencies and voltages, and a fixed output frequency and constant voltage.
The application is a direct converter for a three phase wind turbine.

1.3 SUB-PROBLEMS
Subsystems
The design and construction of a matrix converter includes the design and construction of
all the subsystems shown in Figure 1.1.
The project was started with no infrastructure or subsystems available from previous or
similar projects. The subsystems and circuits that needed to be designed and built included
the following:


A control circuit – either digital or analogue



Filters



Loads



Auxiliary circuits – zero detection etc.
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Control
Algorithm
Zero detection
for
synchronization

Switching
Control

THREE
PHASE
SUPPLY

Current
Commutation

Matrix

3×3

Converter

Input
Filter

LOAD

Fig. 1.1 Block diagram of a typical matrix converter

Commutation
Current commutation complicates the control algorithm. The reason for this is that the
switching functions constraints are directly opposing each other. No two phases are
allowed to be switched on at the same time, but at the same time there must be a path for
the current in the inductive load to flow.
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Pulse width modulation and power regulation
The output signal should not only be of a controlled frequency but must aslo be sinusoidal.
To be used in a practical circuit the amplitude of the signal must also be regulated.

1.4

DELIMITATIONS

The theoretical analysis included in this study is a basic description of a converter. There
has been no attempt to demonstrate any new theories or formulations.
This study focuses on the design, construction and evaluation of a basic matrix converter
that can be used as a platform for other converters. The design was done to serve as a
versatile platform to be used in different topologies. Only the 3 to 1 converter, for the use
of the AC to AC conversion in a wind turbine, was done extensively with success.

1.5

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

The aim of the research was to set the platform for a matrix converter, more specifically to
sort out most of the problems in the design and building of a matrix converter. This was
achieved as both the matrix converter itself as well as the subsystems performed up to a
reasonable level in a realistic practical environment.
The research outputs that resulted from this work are:


P. Ehlers, C.G. Richards and D.V. Nicolae, “Small Power, Three to One Phase Matrix
Converter for Wind Generators”, SPEEDAM Conference, Pisa, Italy, June 2010



P. Ehlers, C.G. Richards and D.V. Nicolae “Enhancing Progress in Bi-lateral
Switching in Power Converters”, IEEE Africon 2011, Sept. 13-15, 2011,
Zambia



P. Ehlers, C.G. Richards and D.V. Nicolae, ISOLATED SMALL WIND

POWER SYSTEM, The 10th IASTED European Conference on Power and
Energy Systems (EuroPES 2011), June 22-24, 2011, Crete Greece
4



C.G. Richards, P. Ehlers and D.V. Nicolae “Small Power, Three to One Phase Matrix
Converter for Wind Generators”, International Review of Electrical Engineering, Vol.
6, No. 7, pp. 2853-2859, Dec. 2011

These papers investigate the concept of an isolated small wind power system based on a
three-phase generator and a direct ac-to-ac conversion, done by a three to one matrix
converter.

1.6

DISSERTATION OVERVIEW

The study commenced with an extended literature review on matrix converters starting
from classic 3x3 matrix converters and coming to some new topologies/applications. Next,
a new proposed 3 to 1 matrix converter (applied for small scale wind integration) is
operationally and mathematically analyzed. Simulation and practical results are further
presented. The dissertation ends with conclusions and recommendations for further work.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE OVERVIEW

2.1 INTRODUCTION
Matrix converters have some of the most desirable features of frequency changers. They
are therefore growing in popularity from an interesting power electronic converter, to a
viable industrialized direct AC-AC converter. These features include a simple and compact
power circuit, generation of arbitrary voltages and frequencies, sinusoidal waves and
operation at unity power factor. The immediate application that comes to mind is a variable
frequency drive for a three phase AC machine, the birth of the 3 x 3 matrix converter.
A 3x3 matrix converter is a direct AC-to-AC forced commutated cyclo-converter (see
Figure 2.1). The topology of a 3x3 matrix converter does not have an intermediate energy
storing DC-link capacitor. This specific topology provides for both voltage and/or infinite
frequency modification, through a single stage converter, directly connecting the input
source to the output load. The specific switching elements of the matrix converter consist
of a controlled bi-directional four quadrant switch. A matrix converter can provide an
output with variable frequency and amplitude.

Va
Three-Phase
Supply

Skj
VA
VB
VC

Vb

Vc

Fig. 2.1 – Basic matrix converter
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The term ‘matrix converter’ was coined by Venturini and Alesina when they presented
their work on direct AC-AC converters (Venturini, 1980; Venturini and Alesina, 1980).The
authors developed and formalized the analysis and design of a 3x3 matrix converter
(Alesina and Venturini,1989). The paper mathematically defined the output amplitude
limitations of the matrix converter. It was shown that, depending on the modulation
technique, the output voltage can be either 50% or 86.6% of the maximum input voltage.
This control method was later referred to as the direct transfer function approach (Wheeler,
Rodriguez and Clare, 2002). Although this is a review, the discussion is limited to brief
summaries of the various aspects of matrix converters.

The solutions proposed were still bulky and everything but elegant. Thyristors with
external forced commutation were used for the implementation of the bi-directional
switches.Djahbar and Mazari (2010) and Rathge, Mecke and Kürschner (2005) introduced
power transistors as bidirectional switches which made the solutions more attractive. The
theory and modulation of a 3x3 matrix converter was further researched. A novel control
method was introduced by Rodriguez (1983). This method has been termed the indirect
transfer function. Rodriguez proposed that the switching pattern should resemble that of a
Voltage Source Inverter (VSI) were the output line(load) is switched between the most
positive and most negative rail of the input using a pulse width modulation technique. This
method implies the use of a virtual DC-link capacitor in the control methodology. Research
topics progressed further with the focus shifting from a theoretical approach to more
practical applications for variable speed drives for electrical motors (Imayavaramban,
Krishna Chaithanya, and Fernandes, 2006; Djahbar, and Mazari, 2007; Montazer, Khaburi
and Davood, 2010; and Wheeler,

Clare, Apap, Empringham, Bradley, Pickeringand

Lampard, 2005). The direct frequency conversion functionality of the matrix converter is
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practically useful as a variable frequency drive,owing to the smaller form factor and lack
of bulky energy storage capacitors.

Natural development of industrial applications and other operational aspects of the matrix
converter were covered. Protection, commutation and operation under abnormal conditions
are discussed in Nielsen, Blaabjerg, and Pedersen (1999), Nielsen, Blaabjerg and Pedersen,
(1997) and Wheeler and Grant (1997). Figure 2.2 shows how the various subsystems are
integrated in a matrix converter. The important aspects of each of the elements will be
highlighted in the following sections.

Control
Algorithm
Zero detection
for
synchronization

Switching
Control

Current
Commutation

3×3
THREE

Matrix
Converter

PHASE
SUPPLY

LOAD

Fig. 2.2 Matrix converter with control circuits
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2.2

SWITCHES FOR MATRIX CONVERTERS

The matrix converter requires a bi-directional switch capable of blocking voltage and
current in both directions. Successful attempts at manufacturing a functional bi-directional
switch have been reported by Kwon, Min, and Kim (1998). The device characterises of a
practical monolithic bidirectional switch is described in Empringham, Wheeler, and Clare
(1998). A semiconductor manufacturer has made a monolithic bi-directional switch for
matrix converters commercially available (Ziegler and Hofmann, 1998). The bi-directional
switch may also be constructed from discrete components. The configuration may be
common collector back-to-back, common emitter back-to-back or a diode-switch
configuration.
Both the common collector (Fig.2.3 (a)) and the common emitter (Fig.2.3 (b))
configurations consist of two IGBTs with two anti-parallel diodes. The diode-switch
configuration (Fig.2.3 (c)) requires four diodes and a single IGBT. All the above
configurations allow for independent control of the direction of the current.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2.3 Bidirectional switch configurations
The common emitter configuration allows both IGBT switches to be controlled from one
isolated gate drive power supply. However, in practice, the number of auxiliary power
supplies required to drive the IGBTs is dependent on the method of commutation and the
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topology of the bi-lateral switch. This number can be between 9 and 18. The common
emitter configuration is preferred as only six isolated power supplies are needed to supply
the gate drive signals.

Several current commutation techniques have been proposed and implemented on matrix
converters. Commutation in a matrix converter must be actively controlled, since there is
no natural freewheeling path, as in voltage source inverters. Two fundamental constraints
must be complied with, in order to maintain operational stability:


No two bi-directional switches must be switched ON at the same time as this
would result in a potential short circuit between phases, resulting in excessively
high currents, likely damaging the converter.



The bi-directional switches for each output phase should not all be turned OFF at
any instant as this would result in an excessively high overvoltage since there
would be no path for the inductive load current.These rules are in conflict for
practical solid-state electronic switches since no device can switch ON or OFF
instantaneously owing to propagation delays and finite switching times.

2.3

AUXILIARY CIRCUITS

2.3.1 Input Filter
The extent of the input filter needed to meet power quality standards will determine the
cost and therefore the viability of the matrix converter (Wheeler and Grant, 1997).
Theimportance of the filter, although relatively simple in design, is obvious. Numerous
publications have covered the topic (Nielsen, Blaabjerg, and Pedersen, 1997; Nielsen,
Blaabjerg, and Pedersen, 1999).
10

The requirements of the filter are:


To have a cut-off frequency lower than the switching frequency of the converter;



To minimize the reactive power at the grid frequency;



To minimize component sizes;



To minimize the voltage drop across the filter at the rated current;


Connection of damping resistors to reduce over voltages of LC input filters.
Input Filter

Matrix
Converter

THREE
PHASE
SUPPLY

LOAD

Fig. 2.4 Matrix converter with input filter

2.3.2 Voltage clamp

A voltage clamp between the input phases A, B and C, and the output phases a,b and c is
frequently used to protect against spikes and peak currents. This voltage clamp can then
also be used as a DC supply for the auxiliary circuits.
11

a
b
c

A
B
C

Fig. 2.5 Voltage clamp used as protection

2.4

COMMUTATION

Commutation is the process whereby an existing path of current flow is terminated by the
control of a switch, and a new path is opened by the control of another switch. Reaction
times of components and circuits must be taken into consideration when these changes are
controlled to prevent overlapping of interfering currents.

2.4.1 Basic current commutation
The two rules are transgressed in this strategy; however additional protective devices are
required to prevent damage to the converter. Overlap current commutation requires that the
incoming switch is triggered before the out-going switching element is turned off. This
should cause a short circuit between phases but extra line inductance slows the rise in
current so that reliable commutation is achieved. This is not a desired method as the
additional inductors would be large. Additionally the switching time for each current
commutation is increased causing possible control instability.
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2.4.2 Current-direction-based commutation
This method is more reliable than current overlap commutation. This strategy complies
with the rules and uses a four step commutation process in which the direction of the
current flow through the commutating switches can be controlled. The difficulty with this
method is that the bi-directional switch must be designed in such a way so that the
direction of the current flow can be actively controlled in each switch. The direction of the
current may also be difficult to determine as traditional Hall-effect sensors may produce
uncertain results at low current levels.

2.4.3 Voltage magnitude-based commutation
A dynamic switching pattern is determined from the relative magnitudes of the input
voltages to control the current commutation. This method is relatively simple to implement
(Huber and Borojevic, 1995) as only the relative amplitude of the input voltage needs to be
measured to calculate the space-vector.

2.4.4 Soft switching techniques
Resonant switching techniques are well-known in general power electronic applications to
reduce switching losses. In matrix converters, resonant switching techniques have the
additional benefit of solving the current commutation issue. However the additional
circuitry increases the component count, increasing conduction losses and requires
modification of the control algorithm to operate under all possible conditions.
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2.4.5 Modulation techniques
The basic modulation strategy is constrained by the fact that the ratio of output voltage to
input voltage is only 50%. This is because the desired output voltage must fit in the input
voltage envelope for any output frequency. In this method the power factor of the
converter may be controlled. In 1980 Venturini proposed an alternative modulation method
where the voltage ratio may be improved to 87%. The algorithm was evaluated and proved
(Venturini, 1980) and (Rodriguez 1983). However calculating the switch timings from the
derived equations is complex and not practical for real-time implementation.
An alternative algorithmic development, termed ‘Indirect Modulation’, (Kwon, Min, and
Kim, 1998) yields a voltage ratio of up to 105.3% by using controlled over-modulation.
This improvement in the voltage ratio is at the expense of the THD of the input voltage and
line current.

2.5 FUNDAMENTAL DEFINITIONS FOR MATRIX CONVERTERS
The fundamentals of matrix converters as described in the literature are summarised below.
The switching function of the bi-directional switch may be defined as:
K   A, B, C


1 switch S Kj closed
S Kj  

0 switch S Kj open

(2.1)

j  a, b, c

with the constraint:
S Aj  S Bj  SCj  1

(2.2)

The input and output voltages, expressed as vectors, are referenced to the neutral of the
supply:
vo  va (t ) vb (t ) vc (t ) 

T

(2.3)

and
14

v i   v A (t ) vB (t ) vC (t ) 

T

(2.4)

Where va,b,c (t) is the respective output voltage and vA,B,C (t) is the respective input voltage.
The relationship between the input and output voltage may be expressed as the
instantaneous transfer matrix

vo  S  v i

(2.5)

Where S is switching matrix for a 3 x 3 matrix converter:

 S Aa (t ) S Ba (t ) SCa (t ) 
S   S Ab (t ) S Bb (t ) S Bc (t ) 
 S Ac (t ) S Bc (t ) SCc (t ) 

(2.6)

In the same fashion the input and output current may be expressed as:

io  iA (t ) iB (t ) iC (t )

T

(2.7)

and

i i  ia (t ) ib (t ) ic (t )

T

(2.8)

Where iA,B,C (t) is the respective input currents and ia,b,c (t) is the respective output currents.
The relationship between the input and output current may be expressed as the
transposition of the instantaneous transfer matrix

i i  ST  i o

(2.9)

An additional equation for the relationship between the phase voltage values and the line
voltage values may be written by inspection:

 v AB   S Aa  S Ab
v    S  S
Ac
 BC   Ab
 vCA   S Ac  S Aa

S Ba  S Bb
S Bb  S Bc
S Bc  S Ba

SCa  SCb 
SCb  SCc 
SCc  SCa 
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va 
v 
 b
 vc 

(2.10)

2.6

MATRIX CONVERTER TOPOLOGIES

2.6.1 Classic 3x3 Topology
A stainless steel plant has up to two thousand electrical machines used in different phases
of finishing of the stainless steel plates. Most of these are AC machines. Without soft
starting the implication is that the electrical supply capacity of the plant has to be three
times more than needed whilst running.
The drive for the realization of a 3x3 matrix is therefore understandable. Not only are there
considerable attempts for a 3x3 matrixfound in literature (Wheeler, Clare, Apap,
Empringham, Bradley, Pickering and Lampard, 2005), (Huber and Borojevic, 1995) and
(Zanchetta, Clare, Wheeler, Bland and Empringham, 2005) that concentrate on machine
drives and applications, but most literature discussing control methods, PWM techniques,
commutation and control algorithms is directed at solving the basic frequency control of an
AC drive.
The energy crisis has also placed the focus on wind turbines. The 3x3 matrix converter has
the advantage of being able to convert various frequencies directly to a constant grid
frequency as suggested in Blaabjerg, Chen, Teodorescu and Iov (2006) and Billinton and
Karki (2001).
Integrated packages containing hardware are starting to emerge. Software packages with
simulations are readily available. The norm seems to be the use of a four-step commutation
process for the switches.
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Fig. 2.6 Layout of a 3×3 Matrix Converter

2.6.2 General m×n matrix converter
The first Personal Computer (PC) used something that was known as a parallel printer.
These printers were usually of the dot-matrix kind, and were driven from the PC with eight
parallel lines supplying information. These were soon followed by a 16 bit and thereafter
32bit /parallel line printers. The perception was that as the CPUs of the PCs developed to
bigger and faster machines, the information transfer would follow.
This did not happen. The serial port was born and parallel ports are obsolete. Data are
time-multiplexed and amazing data transfer rates are achieved. Terabytes /second in optic
fibre communication are possible. The information to be transferred is combined with
synchronizing bits, fault-finding (parity checking, CRC etc.) and destination bits. By using
standardized protocols and equipment these are commonly available. The potential of a
matrix converter is similar. Systems could be designed with multi-source input (Flannery
and Venkataramanan, 2005), switched in time on single, three or multiphase outputs for
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various applications (Figure 2.7). These could include multisource power systems ‘time
multiplexed’ on a single source, and then synchronized on a grid. This is possible because
there is complete control of the output frequency. Interesting systems with matrix
converters will emerge soon.
We define a matrix converter with m possible inputs and n possible outputs as an m×n
matrix converter with the following diagram. Now, the S matrix equation (2.6) for an m by
n general topology becomes:

 S aa (t )

S
 S (t )
 an

S ma (t ) 


S mn (t ) 

(2.11)

where ‘m’ is the number of input phases and ‘n’ the number of output phases.
The input current may be expressed as:

ii  iA (t ) ........... iM (t )

T

(2.12)

and the output current as:

io  ia (t ) ............. in (t )

T

(2.13)

The relationship between the input and output current may be expressed as the transpose of
the instantaneous transfer matrix:

io  ST  ii

(2.14)

Obviously each application will have specific challenges to implement. The basic problem
of commutation will always hold. There must be a path for the currents to flow and the
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inputs cannot be connected to the same output simultaneously. ‘Interesting’ solutions are
always possible as will be shown for the 3×1 converter.

1

2

3 ..............n

3 ......................m

3 ......................m

AC

Matrix

2

2

Converter
AC

1

1

AC

1

2

3......

n

Fig. 2.7 Layout of a m×n matrix converter

2.6.3 New Topologies

2.6.3.1 Multiple input and output phases
Some of the problems with the operation of a three phase induction motor could be
overcome with the use of a six phase induction machine. A three phase to six phase
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converter (3×6) is proposed by Mansour, Djahbar and Mazari (2008). One of the
advantages is the reduction of the converter per phase ratings in high power applications.

2.6.3.2 Indirect or Sparse converters
The indirect MC, or also called sparse converter, is claimed to have advantages over the
direct converters (Lee, Wheeler and Klumpner, 2010) and (Nguyen, Nguyen, Lee and
Chun, 2010). The first advantage is that the commutation problems associated with direct
converters are less complicated. Although the introduction of the rectifier increases the
number of active components, the switching sequence is less complicated and could be
preferred in some applications.

The indirect matrix converter is also claimed to have less harmonic distortion (Lee,
Wheeler and Klumpner, 2010). This is said to be achieved with the use of multi voltage
levels. Two level as well as a three voltage level convertersare described. The harmonic
distortion of a multilevel converter will be less than an indirect converter with a single DC
level. Whether the indirect converter will have less distortion than a direct converter is
questionable. When the rectifier is fired at different angles a considerate amount of
distortion will be created and amplified through the second part of the converter.

It is also possible to create indirect converters with more than one output from the DC link.
The general advantages of these circuits are:


no large energy storage components



produces any desired output ac voltage



improve input power factor.
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Fig.2.8 Layout of a sparse or indirect converter

The quality of the signal in the DC link has a considerable influence on the output signal.
The rectifier on its own without any filtering can be useful if the firing angle is not active.
This is suggested by the introduction of some filtering capacitors and inductors by
(Nguyen, Lee and Chun, 2010). The remainder of the circuit is then closer to an inverter
than a matrix converter. The question can then be asked whether the indirect matrix
converters should fall in the category of matrix converters or a new type of inverter.

2.6.3.3 Three to one (3×1) Matrix Converter
The variable speed drive for a three phase motor can be seen as the force behind the birth
of the 3×3 matrix converter. Similarly the wind turbine can be the force behind the
development of a 3×1 matrix converter. The new awareness of climate change and the ever
increasing demand for power generation requires developing and employing new sources
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of clean energy. Much attention has been paid in recent times to the generation of clean
energy such as solar, wind, hydro and geothermal. The main advantage of renewable
energy sources is that the resource is inexhaustible.
Wind energy is gaining momentum in this field of “clean” energy due to its relatively low
cost (Billintonand Karki, 2001; Blaabjerg, Chen, Teodorescu, Iov, 2006). Hydro power is
by far the cheapest alternative of the green energies, with wind energy the second cheapest.
Regardless, it is ever more interesting to assess utilization of small distributed renewable
electrical energy sources.

The availability of renewable energy sources has strong daily and seasonal patterns and the
power demand by the consumer could have a different characteristic (Blaabjerg, Chen,
Teodorescu, Iov, 2006). To compensate the variability of wind availability, the
combination of renewable energy sources such as wind turbines, photovoltaic generators
and small hydro power plants is widely recognized as a viable alternative to traditional
electrification where the cost of grid connection may prove to be prohibitive (Billinton and
Karki, 2001). For stand-alone systems not connected to a grid, it is possible connect these
green sources to a generator mostly driven by diesel.

Owing to the nature of wind energy, the output power is variable in frequency and voltage.
The output of generator must be conditioned in order to get a good stability of the entire
system.The following is a diagram that describes the power conversion in a wind turbine.

ROTOR
WIND POWER

GEARBOX
POWER
Transmission

GENERATOR
Power
conversion
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The gearbox is necessary because of the slow rotational speed of the wind turbine. The
speed at which the end of the blades of a big turbine cuts through the air is a contentious
issue. Green activates seem to contradict the purpose of wind energy as one of the cleanest
sources of energy by over-emphasising the harm that the fast travelling tips of the blades
do both by the noise that they create as well as the alleged killing of migrating birds. Never
the less, the speed of the tips is restricted to approximately half of the speed of sound. The
rotational speed is therefore usually between 10 and 15 rpm. This ensures the use of a
gearbox for most wind turbine applications. Multi-pole generators could be used to
overcome this problem.

The changing output frequency because of variable wind speeds is another serious
restriction in wind turbines. Fixed speed turbines rely on changing the angle of the blades
to keep the rotational speed and therefore the output frequency constant. This can usually
be done for a range of wind speeds within which the turbine would then operate. This is
done at a loss of efficiency even in this range as the pitch of the blades at the higher wind
speeds is changed in order to restrict rotational speed. Maximum conversion of energy
even in the operational wind speeds is therefore not obtained.

Wind turbines operating at changing wind speeds have until recently converted the
generating signal to a DC signal. Some are then used to charge batteries or according to
Sait and Arul Daniel (2008) are used in some kind of inverter or even indirect matrix
converters to create an AC signal. The power conversion is bulky and has relatively high
losses.

A 3×1 matrix converter could be the solution to most of the above problems. The converter
could have a predetermined output frequency with varying input frequencies. This could be
very advantageous in smaller networks in remote areas in developing countries. Although
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there are no restrictions on the frequency used, equipment and appliances available are
usually operated from fixed frequencies used in bigger grids.
The output signal is a combination of the three input phases. The constraints are the
following:


The maximum output voltage is 0,87 of the input voltage.



A ripple voltage on the output of frequency (fi – fo) will be imposed on the output
signal.



The restriction on the output frequency is determined by the switching frequency
and not by the input frequency.

Interesting possibilities are:


If more than three phases are used as inputs, the restriction on the output voltage
can be improved. This implies an m×1 matrix converter. Possible systems can
include more than one wind generator where the signals are combined through
intelligent algorithms, into a single output. The more inputs, the closer the output
voltage could be to the maximum input. The use of multiphase inputs could also
provide the desired voltage at any specific instant to provide an output envelope
matching the desired output frequency. Multi-pole generators may also be used.



This implies none or less ripple frequency.



Higher switching frequencies will be desirable for an increasing number of inputs
(m).



Other possibilities will be that the multiple inputs could be converted to a three
phase system.
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Fig. 2.9 Layout of a 3×1 matrix converter

2.7

SUMMARY

In this chapter, an extended literature review has been presented. Aspects and works on
specific problems like commutation, mathematical approaches and topologies have been
cited.
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CHAPTER 3. THREE TO ONE PHASE MATRIX CONVERTER

3.1

INTRODUCTION

Going through the initial stage of this study, a new application of a three phase to one
phase was initiated. Further in this chapter, this proposed matrix converter is analyzed:
operating modes, mathematic modelling, modulation, commutation/overlapping solution
through freewheeling switching and output/input frequency capability.

3.2

OPERATING MODES

The basic diagram of the proposed three to one matrix converter is shown in Figure 3.1.
Each phase of the variable input frequency is passed through a simple L filter. The spikes
created by the inductors of the filter can be reduced by a voltage clamp. All auxiliary
electronics can be powered from this circuit. Each phase is connected to the load through a
bi-directional switch, S1 being the positive direction and S2 the negative direction for phase
1. S3 and S4 the switches for phase 2, and S5 and S6 the switches for phase 3. An alternative
route for the current in the OFF time is created by a switchable freewheeling path (FWD:
S7 & S8) from the output of the phases to ground/neutral as can be seen in Figure 3.1.c and
e. The choice of the phase to be switched through is based solely on the amplitude. The
phase with the highest modular amplitude at any time is used. When a variable input signal
from a generator is used as input high noise and distortion levels can be present. It is
important to make a single definite transition from one phase to the next.
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L3
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(c)

(b)
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Fig.3.1 Proposed 3x1 matrix converter: (a) general schematic;
(b) & (c) current flow for positive half-cycle (b): switch ON;(c) switch OFF & FWS ON);
(d) & (e) current flow for positive half-cycle (d): switch ON;(e) switch OFF & FWS ON);

A positive decision can be created by firstly filtering the phases at low power by active low
pass filter, and by using Schmidt triggers as comparators, giving some hysteresis. The
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phases are passed through a full wave rectifier before the comparators. This is done to
minimise circuitry, as the decision to switch between the positive and negative is
dependant only on the required output frequency.

In the positive half cycle the controller will choose the highest positive voltage by
switching ON the phase with the highest positive voltage through switches S1,3,or 5. In the
negative cycle the phase with the highest negative voltage would be switched through
switches S2,4 or 6. During the OFF time between the switching, the free-wheeling path is
created by switching on S7 and 8. Figure 3.2 shows the areas of operational instability, where
the freewheeling switch is also activated.
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Fig. 3.2 Switch over area between phases

3.3 MATHEMATICAL MODELLING
The proposed matrix converter converts a balanced three phase input system with phase
voltages v1, v2 and v3, into a single phase output voltage v0. For a balanced system it is
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assumed that the amplitude of the voltages and the input frequency of the input phases is
the same, and the phase difference is 120 degrees between the phases.

v1  Vi1 sin( it )
v 2  Vi 2 sin( it  2 / 3)

(3.1)

v 3  Vi 3 sin( it  2 / 3)

Table 3.1 shows the states of the main switches S1, S2... S6 for different situations of the
three-phase input voltage system. In Table 3.1 it is shown that in the active mode of the
switching cycle one of the switches S1 to S6 will be ON. That implies that one of the three
phases is switched through. During the active mode the freewheeling path /switchis OFF,
(switches S7 and S8 are switched OFF).

Table 3.1 Switching states of the different phases
Input

S1

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

Vo

V1≥0;V1≥V2and 3

1

0

0

0

0

0

V1

V1≥0;V1≥V2and 3

0

1

0

0

0

0

V1

V2≥0;V2≥V1and 3

0

0

1

0

0

0

V2

V2≥0;V2≥V1and 3

0

0

0

1

0

0

V2

V3≥0;V1≥V2and 1

0

0

0

0

1

0

V3

V3≥0;V1≥V2and 1

0

0

0

0

0

1

V3

S7,8 = 1 for ∆(t)*
* (where ∆(t)is the inverse of ∆(t))
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Again assuming a balanced input, the input inductors can be assumed to be equal (Li = L1
= L2 =L3and ri = r1 = r2 =r3). The output inductor is equal to L0 with resistance r0.
di
dio
 r 0  i 0  Lo
 v0
dt
dt
ii  i 0
dv 0 v 0
i0  C 0

dt
R

vi (t )  ri  ii  Li

(3.2)

or:

di 0 [vi (t )  ( ri  r 0)i 0  v 0]

dt
( Li  L0)
and
dv 0 i 0
v0


dt C 0 RC 0

(3.3)

During the off time of the phases, when the freewheeling path is active, then:
0  r 0  i 0  L0

di 0
 v0
dt

and
dv 0 v 0
i0  C 0

dt
R

(3.4)

di 0
r 0  i0 v0


dt
L0
L0
and
dv 0 i 0
v0


dt C 0 RC 0

(3.5)

or:

The sequence of configurations at the input and the output in a converter adds and removes
energy to produce well-defined average results over time. The time domain system of
equations could be the basis for the averaging process itself. The advantage of the statespace average is that the process of building the model is direct.
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The circuit equations are written for each state, and then a weighted average is created with
the appropriate duty cycle ratios (ON time).
dio
vin
( ri  ro )io
vo
  1, 2   3, 4   5, 6 
  1, 2   3, 4   5, 6 

dt
( Li  Lo )
( Li  Lo ) ( Li  Lo )

(3.6)

and in the OFF time the equation is:
dio
ro  io
  7, 8
 vo
dt
Lo

(3.7)

with
dv 0 i 0
v0


dt C 0 RC 0

(3.8)

The output voltage Vo(t) is derived from the three phase input voltage as:
Vo(t) =[ Vi(t)] . [ (t)]

where

Vo(t) = Vosin( omt) and
 Vi1sin(1t) 


Vi   Vi2sin( 2 t) 
 Vi3sin( 3t) 


and   1, 2  3, 4  5, 6 

(3.9)

where Δ is the switching matrix.
The duty cycle for any switching state can be written as:

 i, i  1 

tONi , i  1
Ts

(3.10)

Ts is the period of the switching frequency. This frequency is chosen to be much larger
than the required output frequency. For each switching cycle  i , i  1   7, 8  Ts for i = 1, 3 or
5 and over longer periods:

 1, 2Ts   3, 4Ts   5, 6Ts   7, 8Ts  Ts

(3.11)

as two input phases will never be ON (connected through) at the same time.
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3.4

OPERATION OF A VARIABLE SINGLE PHASE OUTPUT FREQUENCY
FROM FIXED 3 PHASE INPUT CONVERTER.

As previously discussed in Chapter 2, the 3 × 3 matrix converter has a lot to offer
inindustry to start a three phase machine. In attempting to build the 3 × 3 converter, step
one could be to build a three to one converter, and then if successful, attempt a 3 × 3
converter. This is done fully understanding that there is not much use for a three to one
converter, with variable output frequency from a fixed frequency input.
The converter input is a balanced three phase input, switched through three bi-directional
switches. The switches are switched at a rate of 32 times the required output frequency. If
the required output frequency is 25 Hz, the switching frequency would therefore be 800
Hz. The switching frequency is generated by an 8031 processor, programmed in C. The
control is a simple code correlating to each output frequency. This frequency is then
divided by 32 through a series of JK flip flops, to provide the required AC output
frequency.
Required
Output
Frequency

Synchronization

Three
Phase
Input

Switching
Control

Divide by 32

Selected
Switching

Bidirectional
Switching

Load

Fig. 3.2 Block diagram of the 3 to 1 matrix converter
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In Figure 3.3.a the blue signal is the positive half cycle of the required output frequency of
15 Hz. The red, green and pink signals are the contributions of the three phases that are
switched through as they reach the highest amplitude.

The three phases are switched through on the matrix converter to result in a combined
output. The combined phases result in a new frequency. The combined signal is given by
the red signal in Figure 3.3.b. It is not possible to distinguish between the different phases
anymore. The frequency generated is 15 Hz from a fixed 50 Hz three phase input.

Fig. 3.3.a Different phases added to result in the required output frequency, shown in the
top (blue) channel
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Fig. 3.3.b The clock frequency 1,49 kHz results in an output frequency of 15 Hz

Fig. 3.3.c Clock frequency of 3,187 kHz results in a output frequency of 53 Hz
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Fig. 3.3.d A clock frequency of 6,05 kHz results in an output of 100 Hz

Further, some other switching patterns were achieved with the three to one
converter.Figure 3.4 (a) to (f) shows different frequencies that were generated from a fixed
50 Hz three phase input.

Fig. 3.4.a Frequency generated is 50 Hz
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Fig. 3.4.b Frequency generated is 75 Hz

Fig. 3.4.c Frequency generated is 100 Hz
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Fig. 3.4.d Frequency generated is 120 Hz

Fig. 3.4.e Frequency generated is 40 Hz
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Fig. 3.4.f Frequency generated is 10 Hz.

From the above graphs it could be concluded that the circuit worked well with a resistive
load. With an inductive load, a switched freewheeling diode was introduced to provide a
path for the current commutation. The circuit did not operate successfully as the switches
overlapped during the ON and OFF changes. It was therefore necessary to introduce a dead
time between operations of the switches. This was however difficult to implement with the
processor board used, as it had only a single output. Synchronization with the output signal
was difficult and practically impossible. A more powerful DSP was therefore needed for
the application. The following was achieved with this converter:


a bi-directional switch that workedwas built;



it was shown that it is possible to produce a variable output frequency between 10
and 150 Hz from a constant 50 Hz three phase input with a resistive load;



the switched freewheeling path was introduced as an alternative route for the
current;
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It opened the investigation into the use of the three to one matrix converter to
produce a constant output frequency from variable input frequencies, possibly as a
power converter for a wind generator.

3.5 OPERATION OF THE THREE TO ONE MATRIX CONVERTER WITH
VARIABLE INPUT FREQUENCY AND FIXED OUTPUT FREQUENCY

The main difference between the operation described in section 3.3 and this section was
the fixed output frequency converter for variable input frequency. At this point the
introduction of the dead time between active switches and the freewheeling switch was
done. PWM and amplitude control were also introduced.The period that each phase would
be switched through at any time, is controlled by the PWM circuit to create a sinusoidal
output. The duty cycle of these pulses determines the output voltage. The frequency and
shape of the output signal Vo(t) is determined by the modulation signal applied (Vref.). The
required sinusoidal wave is generated by amplitude modulation generated from comparing
the required output frequency, with a saw tooth/carrier signal (Vc) at the switching
frequency. The output can therefore easily be synchronized with a grid by using the grid
frequency as the modulation signal. Figure 3.5.a. shows the comparison between the sinus
wave signal (50 Hz), and the carrier of 1 kHz. The resulting pulse width modulated
switching signal (V4) is shown in Figure 3.5.b. The signal will be applicable for both
positive and negative phase signals. The switches 1,3 and 5 will determine the positive phase
of the required output and 2,4and6 the negative phase of the required output signal.
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Vref.

Vc

Fig. 3.5.a Comparison between 50 Hz required output frequency and 1 kHz saw tooth
switching frequency

Fig. 3.5.b Resulting PWM switching signal

The output signal is now the result of the input matrix and the switching matrix:

Vo(t )   1, 2 A1 sin i1t   3, 4 A2 sin i 2t   5, 6 A3 sin i 3t
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(3.12)

If the input wave is a balanced three phase input, then A1 = A2 =A3 = A andf1 = f2 = f3 =fi
with a 120 degree phase shift between the phases, then:
Vo(t )   1, 2 A sin it   3, 4 A sin(it  3 / 2)   5, 6 A sin( it  3 / 2)

(3.13)

The relevance of the phase difference in the second and third components has no influence
as the three components will never pass through ON at the same time. The output voltage
will therefore be of the form:
Vo(t )  [ 1, 2   3, 4   5, 6] A sin( it )

(3.14)

As the combination of switches will never overlap, they will combine to provide a sinus
wave through the PWM at the modulation or required output frequency fo = 50 Hz. The
switching sequence of the six switches has an inherent input frequency component
imposed by the commutation sequence, which will be imposed on the output and can be
described by:

 

1,2

 3,4  5,6   B
(3.15)

where B is the amplitude of the output signal and ωois the required output frequency of 50
Hz.
Vo(t )  B sin ot ( A sin it )

(3.16)

This is the classic equation of amplitude modulation where:
sin ot ( A sin it )  B sin ot  1/ 2 Am cos(o  i )t  1/ 2 Am cos(o  i )t

(3.17)

Am = ma A with ma the modulation index.
The modulation index will always be the same as the output is created by the input signals.
The modulation index:
m  1  sin(3 / 2)
 1  0,866
 0,134

(3.18)
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The output signal Vo(t) will therefore be a sinus wave at the required output frequency, but
will be amplitude modulated with the input frequency, creating components on the
frequency spectrum at fo+fi as well as at fo-fi . Although through filtering in the system
these will not always be evident; it will always be present as a form of distortion.

3.4.1 Dead time between switching
The introduction of the alternative path that is switched in during the OFF times,
introduces some problems itself. The alternative path cannot be switched in before the
current through the bilateral switches has returned to zero, as this does not happen
instantaneously. It is therefore necessary to introduce a ‘dead time’ both between the OFF
switching of the bilateral switches of the phases, and the ON switching of the alternative
path as well as between the OFF switching of the alternative path and the ON switching of
any of the phases.

A relatively simple way of creating the dead time is to compare the required output
waveform with two triangular waveforms, which differ only in DC offset. The dead time is
directly proportional to the difference in DC offset. The difference in DC offset is
preferred to a difference in amplitude as it provides a constant dead time at different
amplitudes. The only difference in dead time is because of the difference in slope of the
required output sinus waveform at different amplitudes. As the switching frequency is
much higher than the output frequency, the difference would be minimal. Further, in
Figure 3.6, the method of creating the dead time between switching is shown. The red
graph is the switching sequence of the phase switches and the inverse of the blue
waveform is used for switching ON the alternative path.
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Vref

Vc

Vc-ofset

Fig. 3.7.a Comparison between triangular waveforms with a different DC offsets and the
output waveforms

Fig. 3.7.b Resulting switching patterns with created dead time between switching

Another possible error can occur when the phase switches are switched ON, and there
needs to be a change in phase of the output signal. This implies that a specific bilateral
switch is switched ON, and then needs to be switched ON in the opposite direction
instantaneously. This is also unacceptable as there would be overlapping times where both
the switches are on at the same time, and the voltage swing possible can be from +Vmax
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down to -Vmax. Figure 3.7.a. shows when this will occur, and Figure 3.7.b shows that at t =
2 msec, the phase selected isto be switched ON.

The problem is that at t = 2 msec the phase will change and that different transistors of the
same bilateral switch will be switched on, and the voltage swing will instantaneously go
from one polarity to the other. This is shown by the red signal in Figure 3.7.b. A possible
way to overcome this problem in an analogue circuit is to do the full wave rectification at a
voltage where the time the voltage takes to increase to more than the diode voltage is
approximately equal to the dead timeneeded between switches. Figure 3.8 shows that the
OFF time of the required output waveform during phase changes, will be sufficient to
make sure that no switching during the phase changes can occur.
Vref

Vc

Vc-ofset

Fig. 3.8 Possible phase change at ‘inconvenient times’
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Vref

Vc

Vc-ofset

Fig. 3.8 OFF time of the output wave form created with rectification,
preventing switching during phase changes

3.4.3 Power control with PWM
Because the biggest of the phase voltages is switched through, there is no control on the
peak voltage that is switched through. This results in the fixed modulation index shown in
the previous section.
It is however possible to change the average power by increasing or decreasing the duty
cycle of the PWM technique. This can be done by comparing the required output signal
with a fixed reference. The difference signal will then be compared with the saw tooth
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signal (Figure 3.4). An increase in the difference signal of the sinus wave signal will
increase the duty cycle of the switching signal and modulation index ma that will in turn
increase the power at the output of the converter; see Figure 3.9 (a) and (b).

Vref

Vc

Vc-ofset

Fig. 3.9.a Increase in the difference signal with the required output signal

Fig. 3.9.b The resulting increase in pulse width of the switching frequency
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The pulse train in Figure 3.9 is a close resemblance of the maximum duty cycle that was
achieved with the real converter ma = 0,8. Figure 3.10 shows the resulting output achieved
when amplitude modulation is of a minimum ma = 0,2. The difference between output
voltages of Figure 3.9 and Figure3.10 results in the amount of voltage regulation achieved.

Vref

Vc

Vc-ofset

Fig. 3.10.a Decrease in offset of triangular wave

Fig. 3.10.b Resulting decrease in duty cycle
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The power difference between the signals in Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 is the integration
of the voltage signal when ON and is directly proportional to the time over the cycle that
the signal is ON. For Figure 3.9, ton = 6,6 ms and for Figure 3.10 ton = 2 msec in a 10
msec period. The percentage output voltage regulation possible is therefore:
(6,6 - 2)/4,3 = 107 %

3.6

(3.19)

SUMMARY

This chapter gave a detailed presentation of the operational functionality of the proposed
3x1 matrix converter as well as mathematical approach of it.
It was also proved that this matrix converter can provide various output frequencies, higher
or lower that the fixed input frequency as proven in attached graphs.
Further, a solution for commutation overlapping was introduced accompanied by proving
graphs. Then the issue of pulse width modulation that can accomplish a good output
voltage regulationwas introduced.
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CHAPTER 4. SIMULATION AND PRACTICAL RESULTS

4.1

INTRODUCTION

As indicated previously, literature shows simulations with ideal switches as well as various
different aspects with the design of matrix converters (Sokolovs, Galkin, Krievs, and
Laugis, 2006; Sahoo, Meenakshi, Dash, Thyagarajan, 2007). The simulation is a useful
tool to model, compare and evaluate any circuit at varying input and output variables. To
be able to operate matrix converters successfully, it is important to practically evaluate the
matrix converter in real circuits. This can be a costly and time consuming process. The use
of simulations can save both time and money by preventing practical mistakes and
optimising the design before actual implementation is started.

The most common used software packages include PSIM, Simulink and Matlab. The latter
are usually used in combination. PSIM is used in this study. Simulink was however used
for this publication. The results of the two packages did not differ. The preferred program
used, seems to be a question of personal taste. The simulation results have been followed
by extended graphic practical results.

4.2

SIMULATION RESULTS

Appendix A Figure A.1 is the simulation model of a 3 to 1 converter as designed in the
PSIM package. The converter is fed from a balanced three phase input. The PSIM package
labels that as the grid, where it will originate from the generator of the wind turbine. The
simulation allows for any frequency of the grid whereby the wind turbine can therefore be
simulated, generating different frequencies at different wind speeds. The transistors of the
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bi-directional switches are switched differently as per positive or negative phase. The
simplest of simulation can be done where the control circuit consists of only comparators.
The phase with the highest voltage amplitude, positive or negative, whichever required,
will be switched through to the load.
The national grid frequency of South Africa is 50 Hz. The output of all simulations and
circuits was therefore designed to be 50 Hz. The input voltage frequency in Figure 4.1 is
60 Hz and the output 50 Hz.

Fig. 4.1 Simulated, three-phase input 60 Hz to single phase 50 Hz output.

Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 show the simulation of expected 50 Hz outputs for input
frequencies of 25 Hz and 10 Hz. The input is a balanced three phase voltage system given
by the dotted black signals. The blue signal is the switched signals. The red signal is the
filtered 50 Hz single phase output.
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Fig. 4.2 Simulated input 25 Hz, three phase input, single phase 50 Hz output
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Fig. 4.3 Simulated input 10 Hz, three phase input, single phase 50 Hz output
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4.3

BI-DIRECTIONAL SWITCH

The bi-directional switch used is shown in Appendix B. Each switch operates from its own
DC supply of ± 15 V. The -15 volt is used to help the IGBT to switch OFF faster. The
control signals are isolated through optical isolators to make the bi-directional switch more
resilient to noise.

The switching frequency used for the matrix converter was between 1 kHz and 5 kHz. The
potential performance of the switches was tested by switching them up to 40 kHz. Two
possible problem areas were identified before building the converter itself.


The transistors of the bi-directional switches were controlled by switching
between plus fifteen and minus fifteen volts. If the energy stored in the
capacitance of the supply of the switch was not enough it had a negative effect
on the recovery time of the bi-directional switches. This effect can be seen in
the switching of the transistor approximately halfway down in the purple graph
of Figure 4.4.a.



If the opto-isolators are ever so slightly damaged, they have a ringing effect on
the rise time. This is evident in Figure 4.4.b. Some opto-isolators showed this
effect even when new. This relates to a mismatch in capacitance. However with
other isolators the ringing became evident after the use of the circuit for a few
switches.
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Fig. 4.4.a Response of bi-directional switch operating at 20 kHz

Fig. 4.4.b Response of bi-directional switch showing rise time and fall time
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4.4

THREE TO ONE CONVERTER WITH RESISTIVE LOAD

Figure 4.5 shows the experimental setup.

Fig. 4.5 Experimental setup
The three phase signal is generated by a three phase generator powered with a DC
machine. Good results with the combination of machines were obtained for speeds relating
to a generated frequency of 15 Hz up to 150 Hz. Higher frequencies are possible but are
not practical.

The output of the generator is fed into a passive filter with cut-off frequency of 400 Hz.
Figure 4.6 is a typical example of such a generated and filtered three-phase signal. At the
time, the oscilloscope used was not calibrated very well and the apparent difference in
amplitude of the signals is not real.
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Fig. 4.6 Three phase signal generated by generator simulating three phase wind generator.

The three phases are coupled to the bi-directional switches, as well as to the logic
controller. The logic controller given in APPENDIX C determines which phase is to be
switched through to the load. The following criteria are adhered to in the switching
process:


The input phase with the highest amplitude is switched through at any time.



Hysteresis is introduced by using a Schmidt trigger as comparator.



Logic control makes sure that the natural right sequence is followed.

Figure 4.7 shows the output of the controller;the different colours represents the ON time
from the controller for the different phases for the positive phase. A sample of the ON time
of the negative cycle is given in Figure 4.8. These patterns change as the difference
between generated and required output frequency changes.
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Fig. 4.7 Different phases shown by different colours for the positive cycle

Fig. 4.8 Contribution of the different phases shown by different colours for the negative
cycle

Figure 4.9 is a different/better way of showing the same effect. The different phases are
displayed on different channels with some vertical displacement among them. The
switching signal (yellow) is also visible on the display.
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Fig. 4.9 Contribution of the different phases shown by different channels, also showing the
switching frequency

These control switching signals are then connected to the bi-directional switches. The
output created results from the different phases switched through alternatively. Typical
results are shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.11. The contribution of a single phase is given by
the light blue trace of the oscilloscope. The amplitude modulation because of the sinus
wave input, from the generated frequency, is clearly visible. The amplitude modulation is
inherited by the choice of input phase, as described in previous sections, and is inherent to
the output signal.
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Fig.4.10 Contribution of a single phase on the output signal

Fig. 4.11 Contribution of the same phase on the output signal at different times
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Figure 4.12 shows the output waveform of the three to one matrix converter with all three
phases (input frequency approx. 10 Hz) active and switched through consecutively. The
output waveform has a period of 20 msec (frequency = 50 Hz). The output is now on a
single load and therefore no distinction between the different phases can be made.

Fig. 4.12 Contribution of all three phases on the output signal creating a 50 Hz signal

Figures 4.13.a and b are more examples of the output on a resistive load. The generated
input phases are also shown. The relationship between the input signals and the generated
output is clearly visible.

The versatility of the converter is demonstrated in Figure 4.14. The input phases generated
for this signal were as high as 150 Hz. The converter operated normally with this high
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input frequency. This is an indication that the converter will function satisfactorily with
high wind speeds.

Fig. 4.13.a Relationship between output signal generated and input phases

Fig. 4.13.b Expanded view of the relationship between output signal generated and input
phases
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Fig. 4.14 Output signal of 50 Hz generated from a 150 Hz input signal

The load was then changed to a filtering capacitor and inductor. The converter then started
to damage the IGBT’s as some switched ON, before the previous active IGBT
hadcompletely switched off. This was predicted and the following two scenarios were to be
resolved.


A path for the current during the off time of any phase was to be provided.



A dead time between switches providing for the ‘switched ON’ IGBT to switch
completely OFF, before the next phase was to be switched ON as discussed in
section 3.4.

4.5

RESULTS OF THREE TO ONE CONVERTER WITH INDUCTIVE LOAD

For the matrix converter to be able to be fully operational with an inductive load to
overcome commutation problems the following was implemented:
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A switchable ‘freewheeling diode’ to provide a path in the OFF-time for the current as
discussed in chapter 3.



A dead time between transistors being switched off and the following switches to be
switched ON as discussed in section 3.4.



Pulse width modulation on the switching signal to create a sinusoidal output, and to be
able to adjust the output amplitude as discussed in section 3.4.

The classical analogue PWM is created by comparing the triangular wave with the required
output wave. The output PWM signal is created. A triangular wave shown by the green
wave in Figure 4.15 with a slight DC offset is compared with the required output, the
orange wave. The required PWM firing signal is obtained shown by the light blue signal in
Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17. The inverse of the obtained signal provides the required firing
signal for the switched ‘freewheeling diode’ shown by the purple signal.

Fig. 4.15 Classical PWM
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The differences in DC offset between the two triangular waves determine the length of the
dead time.

Fig. 4.16 Dead time created between control of phase switches and freewheeling switch

Fig. 4.17.a Switching sequence showing PWM
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Fig. 4.17.b Switching sequence that will provide the contribution of different phases

Fig. 4.17.c Switching sequence that provides the contribution of different phases
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The following graphs (Fig.4.18) show 50 Hz outputs that were obtained for different input
frequencies.

Fig. 4.18.a Output waveform of 50 Hz with generated frequency of 16,66 Hz

Fig. 4.18.b Output waveform of 50 Hz with generated frequency of 20 Hz
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Fig. 4.18.c Output waveform of 50 Hz with generated frequency of 25 Hz

Fig. 4.18.d Output waveform of 50 Hz with generated frequency of 30 Hz
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Fig. 4.18.e Output waveform of 50 Hz with generated frequency of 51,5 Hz

A final result in Figure 4.19 shows the same frequency as in Figure 4.18.d (30 Hz), but
with different modulation factor thatprovides higher output amplitude

Fig. 4.19 Output waveform of 50 Hz with generated input frequency of 30 Hz, but with a
higher duty cycle than in Fig. 4.18.d
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4.6

SUMMARY

This chapter started with simulation validation as a normal way for commencing research
in power converters. Simulation results have shown the achievement of a 50 Hz output
voltage from a balanced three-phase 60 Hz input voltage system.

The next step into this study was the implementation of the basic element of the matrix
converter which is the bi-directional switch. The associated graphs show the switching
performances and difficulties that have been overcome.

The experimental results presented further in section 4.4 were aimed to show 3x1 matrix
converter behaviour on resistive load and a wide range of frequencies for output and input
voltage systems.
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS

5.1

OVERVIEW OF INITIAL OBJECTIVES

The main objective of this dissertation was an applied study on matrix converters with
some specific objectives, such as:

5.2



solving the commutation problems for matrix converters,



finding some solution for small scale wind power application,



Pulse width modulation for power regulation.
SUMMARY OF ACHIEVEMENTS

During this study and based on an extended literature review, a new application for the
matrix converter has been proposed and physically achieved.
The basic block for any matrix converter has been built with hardware optimization for the
transition ON and OFF times.
Based on implemented 3x1 matrix converters, a variety of input/output situations have
been achievedin practice.
A solution for the main constraints specific to matrix converters, the commutation
problem, has been investigated and implemented: the solution for it was the introduction of
the free-wheeling switch that ensures a path for inductive current.
After completing the practical experimentation on the proposed 3x1 matrix converter, a
versatile (more general) matrix converter platform was built (see Appendix D).
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5.3

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY

The control system that was created for this 3x1 matrix converter for small scale wind
integration was conceived specifically for this application. For further research, it is
recommended that a more general DSP based system be investigated.
The wind generator was substituted by a motor generator system that was not designed for
such applications. It is recommended that more measurements are conducted using a
proper wind generator system.

5.4

FINAL CONCLUSIONS

As final conclusions, the following could be mentioned: an extended review on the matrix
converter has been performed; a new application for a 3x1 matrix converter for small wind
integration has been investigated and implemented with positive results; a solution for the
commutation problem that is the‘freewheeling switch has been implemented. The
experimental model did perform well with fixed input frequency voltage system and
variable output frequency: higher and lower than the input. Then, the input voltage system
in which the frequency was variable (and lower than output) while the output frequency
was kept constant with good voltage regulation, was implemented. The converter built is a
successful application of a matrix converter for a wind turbine.
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APPENDIX A. SIMULATION CIRCUIT DIAGRAM

Figure A1: Three to one converter diagram in PSIM.
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Figure A2: Control circuit of three to one converter.
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Component List
ANDGATE AND22
ANDGATE AND21
ANDGATE AND20
ANDGATE AND19
ANDGATE IC6G1
ANDGATE AND17
ANDGATE AND16
ANDGATE AND15
ANDGATE IC1G4
ANDGATE IC1G3
ANDGATE IC1G2
ANDGATE IC1G1
COMP COMP2
COMP COMP1
COMP COMP18
COMP COMP17
COMP COMP16
COMP COMP12
DIODE
D4
0.7
DIODE
D3
0.7
DIODE
D2
0.7
DIODE
D1
0.7
DIODE
D10 0.7
DIODE
D9
0.7
DIODE
D8
0.7
DIODE
D7
0.7
DIODE
D6
0.7
DIODE
D5
0.7
DIODE
D4
0,7
DIODE
D3
0,7
DIODE
D2
0
DIODE
D1
0,7
IGBT IGBT6 0 , 0
IGBT IGBT5 0 , 0
IGBT IGBT2 0 , 0
IGBT IGBT1 0 , 0
IGBT IGBT4 0 , 0
IGBT IGBT3 0 , 0
NANDGATE NAND4
NANDGATE NAND3
NANDGATE IC2G2
NANDGATE IC2G1
NOTGATE NOT11
NOTGATE NOT10
NOTGATE NOT9
NOTGATE NOT7
NOTGATE NOT6

74ls08

74ls00
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NOTGATE
ONCTRL
ONCTRL
ONCTRL
ONCTRL
ONCTRL
ONCTRL
R
R6
R
R7
R
R5
R
R43
R
R42
R
R16
R
R41
R
R40
R
R39
R
R38
R
R37
R
R36
R
R29
R
R28
R
R27
R
R26
R
R25
R
R24
R
R14
R
R11
R
R6
R
R3
R
R2
R
R1
R
R1
TF_IDEAL
TF_IDEAL
TF_IDEAL

NOT5
ON6
ON5
ON4
ON3
ON2
ON1
0.01
0.01
0.01
033k
033k
033k
012k
02000
1000
6000
10000
01000
015k
015k
015k
04k7
04k7
04k7
010k
010k
010k
015k
010k
08,2k
10
TI4
TI3
TI2

1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
1/4W
100 , 5
100 , 5
100 , 5
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APPENDIX B. BI-DIRECTIONAL SWITCH
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APPENDIX C. LOGIC CONTROL CIRCUIT DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX D. VERSATILE PLATFORM FOR MATRIX CONVERTERS

Features of the platform:


It has nine bi-directional switches for use of a 3×3 matrix converter.



There are three auxiliary bi-directional switches for creating alternative paths for
commutation.



There are three step-down transformers for the input phases to be monitored by any
logic controller.



A transformer to synchronise with a grid.



Each bi-directional switch has its own DC supply.



Plug in connection with any logic controller for the switches.
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